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Let D be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal generated by the 
prime number p. Let A = D/p’D, let G be a finite group and let AC be the 
group algebra of G over A. A finitely generated AC-module which is free as 
an A-module is called a representation of G in characteristic pr, The 
complete classification of these representations is known when either the 
order of G is prime to p or G is cyclic of order p (see [ 3)). Suppose now G 
of order ph with h not divisible by p and let C be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
The purpose of this paper is to classify the representations of G in charac- 
teristic pr, starting from the known classification of AC-modules and using 
induction from C to G. It is achieved under the hypothesis that K = A/pA is 
a splitting field for every subgroup of NJC)/C. 
The above notations are fixed throughout the paper. In order to avoid the 
known case of representations over a field, we assume that K is a proper 
quotient of A, that is, r > 1. This assumption is necessary since the represen- 
tations of C already behave differently if r = 1 or if Y > 1. Finally, by an AG- 
module we shall always means a finitely generated left AC-module which is 
free as an A-module. 
1. FIRST REDUCTIONS 
Since h is invertible in A, every AC-module is projective relatively to C, 
i.e., it is a direct summand of an induced module from C to G. Therefore, to 
find all indecomposable AC-modules, it suffices to induce all indecomposable 
AC-modules up to G and then decompose them. 
As far as projective indecomposable AC-modules are concerned, they are 
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in l-l correspondence by reduction modulo p with projective indecom- 
posable KG-modules (see [ 3, Theorem 1.11) and those are known to be the 
projective covers of the simple KG-modules. The latter can be dealt with by 
Brauer theory and therefore we are left with the classification of non- 
projective indecomposable A G-modules. 
Now the Green correspondence (see [2]) reduces our problem to the 
classification of non-projective indecomposable AN-modules where 
N= N,(C) is the normalizer of C in G. More precisely, if M is a non- 
projective indecomposable AG-module, then Res,VM = L @ P where L is a 
non-projective indecomposable AN-module and P is a projective AN-module. 
This sets a l-l correspondence (mapping M onto L) between non-projective 
indecomposable A G-modules and non-projective indecomposable AN- 
modules. Its inverse is essentially given by induction: Indz L = M @ Q where 
Q is a projective AG-module. Note that a necessary assumption on the 
ground ring A is that the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for AG-modules, but 
this is obviously satisfied since A is artinian. So we are left with the 
classification of AN-modules and we shall therefore assume from now on 
that N = G, that is, C is normal in G. 
There are three types of indecomposable AC-modules called type 1, p - 1 
and p. The only indecomposable AC-module of type p is AC itself which, 
when induced up to G, gives rise only to projective AG-modules. An AC- 
module M is of type 1 if C acts trivially on M/PM. Modules of type p - 1 
are realized as images of modules of type 1 under Heller’s fin-functor (recall 
that if M is an AG-module, then R,M is the kernel of an AG-projective 
cover of M, defined up to isomorphism). The functor JJ, induces a bijection 
between AC-modules of type 1 and AC-modules of type p - 1, preserving the 
indecomposables. Details can be found in 131. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume that C is normal in G. Then 0, Ind: = IndFR,.. 
Proof: Let M be an indecomposable AC-module. We can assume M to 
be non-projective since otherwise the result is trivial (Q kills projective 
modules). Let P -+ M be a projective cover of M. Induce up to G the exact 
sequence 0 --) R,M -+ P --t M + 0 and restrict again to C. Since C is normal 
in G, we get 
Since M is non-projective indecomposable, so are QcM and g 0 J2cM. This 
proves that no indecomposable summand of Res, IndFR,M can be 
projective. Therefore, the same holds for Indz R,M. Consider the exact 
sequence 0 -+ Indz S2,M --f Ind: P -+ Ind: M+ 0. Clearly, Ind: P is AG- 
projective. If Ind: P was not the projective cover of Ind: M, there would be 
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a projective summand of Indz P appearing in the kernel, which is Ind: 8,.M. 
This is impossible and, therefore, Indg R,M = Q, Ind: M. i 
An AG-module W is said to be of type k if Res,.M is of type k. 
LEMMA 1.2. If M is an AC-module of type k, then so is 1nd:j M. 
Proo$ Res, Ind: M= OgaG.,c g@ M and we have to show that each 
g@ M is of type k. This is clear for k = p because M is AC-free and 
g@MrM. For k=l, if cEC and mEM, we have c(g@m)= 
g 0 c*m = g @ m mod p because C acts trivially on M/PM. Therefore, 
g @ M is of type 1. Finally, if M is of type p - 1, then M = R,.M’ for some 
M’ of type 1 and we have readily g 0 Q,M’ = a,.( g 0 M’). Hence g 0 M 
is oftypep- 1. I 
The two lemmas imply that if M is an AC-module of type 1, then 
L?,(Indz M) is of type p - 1. Therefore we easily get: 
THEOREM 1.3. If C is normal in G, the finctor a, induces a bijection 
from the set of isomorphism classes of AG-modules of type 1 onto the set of 
isomorphism classes of AG-modules of type p - 1. This bijection preserves 
the indecomposabies. a 
So it suffices to classify AG-modules of type 1. 
2. THE INERTIAL SUBGROUP OF A MODULE 
From now on assume that C is normal in G. By the Schur-Zassenhaus 
theorem, C has a complement H in G. Consider the kernel J of the action of 
H on C (by inner automorphisms), that is, J = C,(C). It is a normal 
subgroup of G. Moreover, H/J is cyclic of order q with q dividing p - 1, for 
H/J embeds in Aut C which is cyclic of order p - 1. Note that G/J is the 
obvious semi-direct product of C, g C by C, g H/J. These notations are 
fixed throughout he rest of the paper. 
If M is an AC-module, Req. Indf M = @,,,, g @ M. This shows that 
IndF(g @ M) 2 Ind: M and it suffices to induce one module in each H- 
conjugacy class of AC-modules. If M is of type 1, we are going to charac- 
terize the conjugates g @ M of M and the stabilizer of M, that is, H,, = 
( g E H ( g @ M % M). This subgroup H,w of H is called the inertial subgroup 
of M. 
First we recall the classification of AC-modules of type 1 (details can be 
found in [3, Example 3 following Theorem 4.51). With any AC-module M of 
type 1 is associated a characteristic endomorphism (o of the K-vector space 
pr ‘M defined by cp(p’- ‘x) = (a - 1)x where a is a (fixed) generator of C. 
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As suggested by the terminology, modules of type 1 are characterized by 
their characteristic endomorphism: a K-vector space together with an 
endomorphism being viewed as a K[ Y]-module, the above construction sets a 
l-l correspondence (preserving indecomposables) between AC-modules of 
type 1 and finite dimensional K[ Y]-modules. Since K[ Yl is a principal ideal 
domain, every finite dimensional I([ Y]-module is a direct sum of cyclic 
modules, i.e., of the form K[ Y]/(S). Moreover, K[ Y]/(f) is indecomposable 
if and only if f is a power of an irreducible polynomial. Therefore, one can 
associate with any indecomposable AC-module M of type 1 a manic 
polynomial f+, and the correspondence M F-+ f, is a bijection from the set of 
isomorphism ctasses of indecomposable AC-modules of type 1 onto the set of 
manic polynomials over K which are powers of an irreducible. If fn, is of 
degree n, (1, Y,..., Y”-‘} is a basis of p’-‘Mz K[ Y]/fM and we can lift this 
basis to a basis {x0, x, ,..., x, ,} of M for which we have: 
(a - l)Xi = pr- ‘Xi+, if O<i<n-2, 
n-1 
(a - 1)x,-, = - y p’-‘yixi 
i-0 
f,(Y)= Yn + x y;Y’. 
i-0 
The yi’s are elements of A lifted arbitrarly from the coefficients of&,, also 
denoted by yi. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g E H and let m be the order of the automorphism oK of 
C dejked by on(c) = g-‘cg. Let M be an indecomposable AC-module of 
type 1. Then: 
(i) The manic polynomial associated with g @ M is f, &Y) = 
s*fJs-‘Y), where s is a primitive mth root of 1 in K. 
(ii) g @ M z M if and only if either f, is a power of Y or f,, is a 
polynomial in Ym. 
Proof: (i) If C is generated by a, we have a,(a) = as with s of order m 
modulo p. Now a acts on g @ M by a( g @ x) = g @ aSx. If a, is the charac- 
teristic endomorphism for M, then 1 @ scp is the characteristic endomorphism 




using the fact that a acts trivially on p’-‘Mz M/PM. Since f, is the 
minimal polynomial of q, the minimal polynomial of srp is s”f,(s-’ Y), the 
scalar s” ensuring that the polynomial is manic. This proves (i). 
(ii) If f, = Y” + CI:i yi Y’ then by 
y)’ pi 
(i): f, &Y) = Y” + 
yi Y’. NOW g @ M g M if and only if f, @,,,, = f, . 
This equality is clearly satisfied iff, = Y”. Iff, # Y”, then y, f 0 because 
f, is a power of an irreducible polynomial. f, o,M = f,, implies snpiyi = yi for 
all i. For i = 0 we get sn = 1 and so n is a multiple of m. For m not dividing 
is a polynomial in Y*. Conversely, if 
sm = 1 we have fggnr = Ykm + 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let M be an indecomposable AC-module of type 1. Let 
m be the largest divisor of q = /H/J] such that f,, is a polynomial in Y”. 
Then: If f, is a power of Y, H, = H. If fw is not a power of Y, H, is the 
inverse image in H of the unique subgroup of order m of H/J. I 
If M is an AC-module, let G,+, = C e H,w. We shall induce M in two steps, 
first from C to G, and then from G,,, to G. The following theorem asserts 
that the second step behaves very nicely: 
THEOREM 2.3 (Ward 14, Proposition 21). Let M be an indecomposable 
AC-module and let IndgMM = @l=, Li be a decomposition of IndF,lfM into 
indecomposable AG,-submodules. Then each Indg,,Li is an indecomposable 
AG-module. 
Proof Ward’s proof is done for KG-modules but can be carried over in 
the case of AG-modules without change except for the following assertion 
which is used in the proof (Proposition 1 of 141): 
If a finite-dimensional A-algebra B (without unit) is generated by nilpotent 
elements, then B is nilpotent. However, the proof of this assertion is easy: the 
K-algebra B/pB satisfies the same hypothesis, hence is nilpotent by a 
theorem of Weddeburn. Since p is nilpotent, so is B. 1 
The next proposition gives another characterization of the inertial 
subgroup and is crucial for the first step of induction. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be an indecomposable AC-module of type 1. 
Then G, is the largest subgroup of G which the representation of C afforded 
by M can be extended to. 
Proof Let F be a subgroup of G containing C. If M is the restriction of 
an AF-module W, then for g E F the map W -+ g @ W defined by 
x t, g @ g-‘x is easily seen to be an AC-isomorphism. Therefore, g E G,, 
and F 5 G,,,. 
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Conversely, we want to extend up to G, the representation afforded by M. 
Suppose first that f, is not a power of Y. Since J is a normal subgroup of 
G,, we can make J act trivially. If m is as in Corollary 2.2, we have to 
extend the given representation of C to a representation of G,W/J = C e H,v/J 
which is a semi-direct product of C, by C,. Let a and b be generators of C, 
and C,, respectively. We have bab-’ = as where s has order m modulo p. 
Writef, = Yk” - J7lrd yi Vi”, so that M has an A-basis {x0,..., xkm- ,} with 
the action of a given by (a - 1)x, = prp’xiil for i < km - 2 and 
(a - 1)x,,-, =-C”:d pr+ixim. Extend the representation by setting 
bxi = sixi where s is chosen in its class modulo p in such a way that it is an 
mth root of 1 modulo p’. This is possible since, by Hensel’s lemma, roots of 
unity of order prime to p can always be lifted from Z/pZ up to Z/p’Z. Then 
clearly b” acts trivially. Now it suffices to verify that the relation bab ’ = as 
is satisfied, that is, b(a - I)b-‘xi = (as - I)xi. As already seen in the proof 
of Lemma2.1, (as- l)xi=s(a- 1)~~. Now if i<km-2, 
b(a- l)bp’xi=b(a- l)s-ixi=s~ipr~‘bxi+I=spr-l~i+I=s(a- 1)~~. 
Similarly, if i = km - 1, using the fact that bxim = xim. we have 
k-l 
b(a - 1) b-‘Xkm-l = -slpkmpr-lb x yixim 
i=O 
If now f, = Y”, then M has an A-basis {x0,..., x,+,} with (a - l)xi = 
P r-‘Xi+ * for i<n-2 and (a- 1)x,-,=0. Since H,,=H, we want to 
extend the representation to the whole of G. We make again J act trivially. 
Let b be a generator of H/J, which has order q. We have bab- ’ = as with s 
of order q modulo p. As above we define bxi = sixi and the only verification 
which is different is the last one: b(a - 1) bE’x,_, = s’-“b(a - 1)x,- 1 = 0 = 
s(a- 1)X”-, = (US- l)xnpl. I 
3. INDUCTION UP TO THE INERTIAL SUBGROUP 
From now on assume that K is a splitting field for every subgroup of H 
(though this is actually used only in Theorem 3.3). If M is an indecom- 
posable A C-module of type 1, it remains to see how IndzM A4 decomposes. 
For simplicity we assume HIM = H, hence G, = G. According to Lemma 2.1 
and Corollary 2.2 we have to deal with two cases: either f, = Yn or f, is a 
polynomial in Yq. In the second case write f,(Y) = g(Yq) and g(Y) = 
Yk + C::d yi Y’. We have y, # 0 since f, is a power of an irreducible 
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polynomial different from Y. Setting n = kq in the second case, the degree n 
off, is the dimension of M over A and M has a basis (x,,,..., x,- ,) on which 
the action of the generator a of C is given by (a - 1)x, = pr- ‘xi+, for 
O,<i,<n-2 and (a-1)x,-,=0 when J,,=Y”, (a-1)x,, ,= 
-xi:; pr-‘yixiq when &,, = g(y4). By Proposition 2.4, M is the restriction 
of an AG-module W explicitly constructed in the proof: J acts trivially and 
the generator b of order q of H/J acts via bxj = sixi where s is a primitive 
qth root of unity in A. 
Now Ind: M = Ind: (Res,.W@A)= W@IndFA= W@AH = 
@/(W @ Pi) where the modules Pj are the indecomposable summands of AH, 
in other words the indecomposable projective AH-modules (with C acting 
trivially). Note that every AH-module is projective because p does not divide 
the order of H. Moreover, fi/pPi is a simple KH-module (cf. 13, 
Theorem 1.1 I). 
The main result is that W @ Pi is indecomposable but before proving that, 
we first answer the question: can W @ Pi and W @ Pj be isomorphic? Let Si 
be the l-dimensional representation of H/J with b acting by multiplication 
by si. Obviously Si can be considered as a representation of H or of G. Since 
bxi = sixi, we have clearly: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be an AH-module (on which C acts trivially). 
Res,,(W@P)=@~T~dxi@PandXi@PZSSi@P. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P and Q be two indecomposable AH-modules. 
(i) Iff,= Y”, W@PE W@ Q ifand only ifP~ Q. 
(ii) If f,, = g(F), W @ P r W @ Q if and only if there exists i such 
that P z Si @ Q. 
Proof (i) Since (a - l)pW=O and (a - 1)x,-, =O, we have in 
W@ P: p’-’ Ker(a - 1) = prp’xn-, @P and similarly p’-’ Ker(a - 1) = 
r-l P x,-,OQ in W @ Q. These are AG-submodules because Ax, _, is an 
AG-submodule of W. Therefore, supposing W @ P G W @ Q, we have: 
r-l P x,-1 @Pzpp’-‘x,p,@Q. (*I 
Now p’- Ix,- 1 @Pzpp’-‘(s,_, O/f P) g s,-,I@,-, OK PIPP and 
similarly pr- ‘x, _, @ Q = S,- JpS,-, 0 Q/pQ. Tensoriw (*> by 
S,-,iPS,-,? we get P/pP g Q/pQ. Since P and Q are projective, this 
isomorphism can be lifted into an isomorphism P z Q. 
(ii) If W@ P z Wg Q, then P z Si @ Q for a certain i by Lemma 3.1 
and the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Conversely we have to prove that 
W 0 Si ? W and this in turn will follow from the isomorphism W 0 S, g W 
since the ith tensor power Sy . 1s isomorphic to Si. Let v be a generator of 
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S,. An A-basis of W@ S, is {x, @ u ,..., x,-i @ v). We now construct a new 
basis of W. Let zi = xi+, if O<i<n-2 and Zn-,=--C~~-dyiXiqa Since 
y, # 0, {zo,..., z,-1) is a basis of W. Obviously, (a - 1)Zi = pr-‘ZitI if 
i < n - 2. Writing M= Res, W, recall that ~‘~‘44 is a K[ Y]-module 
isomorphic to K[ Y]/(J,,), with the action of Y defined by Yp’- ‘x = (a - 1)x. 
We have fv(Y)p’-‘z, = 0, i.e., Y”p’-‘z, = --C”:,’ yi Yiqp’-‘z, and so 
(a - l)z,_, = -2”:; pr-‘yiziq. Clearly, bzi = sit’zi if i ,< n - 2 and also, 
using sq = 1 and n = kq: bz,- , = --C”zd yi bxi, = z,- I = s”z~-, . It follows 
that the map W + W @ S, defined by zi + xi 0 u is an isomorphism. # 
Under our hypothesis that K is a splitting field for both H and J, the main 
result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. If P is an indecomposable AH-module, W 0 P is 
indecomposable. 
Proof: Let w = p’-’ W and P= p’- ‘P. We shall identify WO, p and 
pr-‘(W @A P) under the natural isomorphism mapping pr-‘x 0 p’-‘z onto 
p’-‘(x @ z). The AC-module structure of W@, P is entirely determined by 
the K[ Y]-module structure of w@,p, where Y acts as the characteristic 
endomorphism for W@ P. Since C acts trivially on P, we have 
(a - 1)(x @ z) = (a - 1) x @ z = Ypr-‘x @ z (Y is to be understood here as 
the characteristic endomorphism for W). So Y acts diagonally on WO p, the 
action on p being the identity. So w OK p has both a structure of K[ Y]- 
module and of KH-module, related in the following way: J commutes with Y 
because J centralizes C, and bY = sub; this relation comes from bab-’ = as 
together with (a’ - 1)x = s(a - 1)x. If K[ Y, H] denotes the K-algebra 
constructed like the group algebra of H over K [ Y] except that we impose the 
relations b’Y = siYbi, then we can consider w OK p as a K[ Y, HI-module. 
Let 7~: End,,( W aA P) -+ End,( w@, p> be the restriction map. We claim 
that the image of II is equal to EndK,Y,Hl(@@K p>. If u E End,4,( W oq P), 
then n(u) certainly commutes with H, but also with Y since u commutes with 
a. Conversely, if U E EndK,Y,H,(l@ OK F), we have to prove that U can be 
extended to an AG-linear endomorphism of W Oa P. Since the order of H is 
invertible in A, W@, P is AH-projective, hence AH-injective (cf. 13, 
Lemma 3.11). Therefore, there exists u E End,,,( W @A P) whose restriction 
to w@, p is 6. But if x E W and z E P, we have: 
u(a- I)(x@z)=uYp’-‘(X@z)=t7Ypr~‘(X@z) 
= Yip’-*(x@z)=(a- l)u(x@z). 
This shows that u commutes with a and our assertion is proved. 
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Next we notice that Ker rt is nilpotent since the condition 
u( p’- ‘(w @ P)) = 0 is equivalent to u( W @ P) c p( W @ P). Now W @ P is 
indecomposable if and only if End,.(W@ P) is a local ring. Since Ker 7~ is 
nilpotent, it is sufficient to show that the image E = End,,,.,,,(@@, F) of 71 
is a local ring. So we now only have to work over K and, therefore, for the 
rest of the proof, we shall forget all the bars: P will denote the previous p, W 
the previous p, etc. As mentioned before Lemma 3.1, P is a simple KH- 
module. We also emphasize that W has a K-basis (x0,..., x, ,) satisfying 
yx,=xi+, for i<n-2 and Yx,~,= -Cf:d yixi, in case fir = g( Yy), while 
YX n-, = 0 in casefw = Y”. 
By Lemma 3.1, Res,,( W @ P) = 0::; xi @ P and xi @ P r Si 63 P. Let 
u E E. Since u(xi @ z) = uY’(x, @ z) = Y’u(x, @ z), u is entirely determined 
by 4xocw If pri: W @ P+ xi @ P denotes the ith projection, let 
ui = Pri o 4.~o~~- So u(x, @ z) = Cl:,’ vi(x,, @ z). Clearly, c’~ is KH-linear. 
Now ui can be extended to an endomorphism ui of W @ P via ui(xi @ z) = 
Y’vi(xO @ z). A straightforward calculation shows that ui commutes with Y 
and with J. In order to prove that ui E E, there remains to see that ui 
commutes with 6: 
ui b(xj @ z) = ui(sixj @ bz) = s’Yjz+(x,, @ bz) 
= sjYjbvi(xo @ z) = bYiui(xo (x) z) = bu,(xi ~2 z). 
Now u and xi”:,’ ui are two endomorphisms which coincide on xc, @ P, SO 
that they are equal. This shows that every u E E can be written uniquely in 
the form u = Cr:d ui with uJx,, @ P) E xi @ P. In other words we have 
proved that E g @::a’ Horn&x, @ P, xi @ P) as an abelian group. 
Let t be the smallest positive integer such that S, @ P z P. Since 
Si 0 Sj z Siij, the integers i such that Si @ P z P occur cyclically and, 
therefore, Si @ P z P if and only if t divides i. In particular t divides q since 
S, = S, is the trivial module. Assume from now on that f;,( Y’) = g( Y”) SO 
that n = kq (where k = deg g). The proof in the case f,(Y) = Y” is treated 
similarly and will be sketched at the end. 
By Schur’s lemma, Horn&x,, @ P, xi @ P) = 0 if t does not divide i. Let 
u: x,, @ P + x, @ P be a fixed isomorphism. We can extend u to an 
endomorphism of W @ P via u(.xj @ z) = Y’u(x, @ z). Since Y’x, = xi + , if 
j ( n - t, we have U(X, @ P) = x~+~ @ P for such a j, and, therefore, 
u’(x,, @ P) = xit 0 P for 0 < i < n/t - 1. Now clearly Horn&x, 0 P, 
Xi, @ P) = U’L where L = End,,,(x, 0 P) and it follows that 
E=L@uL@...@zd+‘L. 
Since K is a splitting field for H, P is absolutely irreducible and SO L = K. 
This implies that u and L commute since u is clearly K-linear. Let 
u^ E End, P be defined by u(x, @ z) = x, @ G(z). Since J acts trivially on W, 
u^ is KJ-linear, but in general u^ does not commute with b. Let Res, P = 
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Q, @ . . , @ Q, be a decomposition of Res, P into simple KJ-modules. Since 
H/J is cyclic, Qi & Qj for i # j by a result of Clifford [ 1, p. 5471. This result 
is actually proved for an algebraically closed field K but consequently it also 
holds here since K is a splitting field for both H and J so that all represen- 
tations which are involved are realizable over K. Now it follows that u^ acts 
on each Qi by multipliction by a scalar ui. Since we can modify the choice 
of u by a non-zero scalar, we can assume U, = 1, replacing u by U;‘U (note 
that U, f 0 because u is an isomorphism). Now consider n4!‘: 
xo@P+xq@P. Since x,@P~x,@P via x,@z~xxo@z (because 
S, = S,), it readily follows that is” is KH-linear hence L?“’ = U, a scalar. 
Restricting to Q, , we have u = U, q” = 1 and, therefore, uAq” = 1. 
Our task is now to determine u”” as a linear combination of smaller 
powers of u with coefficients in K. If j < n - t, we have u(x,~ 0 z) = 
Yj(x’ @ G(z)) = x,~+’ @ G(z), while for j = n - t we have u(x,-, 0 z) = 
Yu(x,_,~ 1 @ z) = Y(x,_ i @ c(z)) = -C::d yi(xiq 0 u”(z)). Therefore, 
ui(xO 63 z) = xi’ @ z?(z) if i < n/t and 
u”“(X, @ z) = u(xnp, 0 ,n”-l(z>> 
= - \‘ yj(Xiq 0 u^""(z)) 
i=O 
=- y yi #"(X0 @ icn -iq"'(z)). 
i=O 
Since n = kq and Gq/’ = 1, we get u”“(x, 0 z) = ---C”:d yi@“(xo 0 z) and 
so u “I’ = -C”:,’ yiuiq”. But g(Y) = Yk + ‘#S”:d yi Y’ and hence g(zP”) = 0. 
Now the surjective homomorphism K[Y] -+ E defined by Y F-+ u induces an 
isomorphism K[ Y]/( g( v4”)) z E. 
To ensure that E is a local ring, there remains to show that g(Yq”) is a 
power of an irreducible polynomial. But we know that &(Y) = g(Y”) is a 
power of an irreducible manic polynomialf,(Y). Let g,(Y) and g*(Y) be two 
manic irreducible factors of g(Yq”). Then gi( Y’) is a divisor of 
g( Yq) = f,(Y). Therefore, gi( Y’) =fo( Y)“” f or a certain integer m,. Suppose 
m, < m,. Then gZ( Y’) = g,( Y’)f,( Y)“‘Pm’. Since Y is integral over the ring 
Kf Y’], so is fo( Y)“‘-“‘I. But this is an element of the quotient field of the 
integrally closed ring K[ Y’]. Therefore, fo(Y)m’Pm’ lies in K[ Y’]. It follows 
that g,(Y) divides g,(Y) and hence g, = g,. This proves that g(Y”“) has only 
one irreducible divisor, as required. The proof of the theorem is complete in 
the case f,(Y) = g( Ys). 
The case wheref,(y) = Y” is treated similarly: one shows that if d is the 
smallest integer such that n < dt, then ud = 0. It follows that E is isomorphic 
to K[ Y]/(Yd) which is a local ring. 1 
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Theorems 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3 complete the classification of indecomposable 
AG-modules of type 1 up to isomorphism. The actual listing of the indecom- 
posables is left to the reader. Note that to avoid redundancy, it is necessary 
to induce only one module M in each H-conjugacy class of indecomposable 
AC-modules of type 1. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example showing that in Theorem 3.3 one 
cannot remove the assumption that K is a splitting field for the subgroups of 
H. One can actually construct examples where IV@ P fails to be indecom- 
posable due to the fact that either ZJ does not commute with L or u cannot be 
modified by a scalar in order to have u^ q” = 1 But the above assumption was . 
mainly used to guarantee the equality L = K and the following example is 
simply based on the failure of this property. 
Take H = C, x C, with J= C, generated by c. As before, b denotes a 
generator of C, z H/J. Assume K does not contain a square root of -1 
(K = F, below). We use the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.3. Let P be 
the KH-module with K-basis (z, , z2} on which b acts trivially and c acts via 
cz,=z* and CL*=-z,. We have L = End,,,Pg K[X]/(X’ + 1) and this 
shows that P is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible. The integer t is 
equal to 2 because it divides q = ) H/J/ = 2 and t # 1 since P 0 S, k P. 
Clearly, one can choose u: x0 @ P + x2 0 P by setting u(x,, 0 z) = x, 0 z so 
that u^ = id. It is easily seen that u and L commute. As in the proof of the 
theorem we have E = L [u] with u”” = -xf:d y,u’ (note that here q/t = 1) 
and therefore E r L [ Y]/( g( Y)). There remains to choose M, or equivalently 
to choose g, in such a way that the local ring K[ Y]/( g) splits over L. Take 
K = F, and g = Y2 + Y - 1, the minimal polynomial of a primitive eighth 
root of unity. Then f,(Y) = g(F) = Y4 + Y2 - 1 is irreducible because a 
primitive sixteenth root of unity cannot lie in 1 9 and hence has degree 4 over 
K. This guarantees that M is an indecomposable AC-module. Now 
K[ Y]/(g) z F, z L and, therefore, E = L [ Y]/( g) decomposes as the product 
of two factors (each isomorphic to L). This proves that E is not local, that is 
WO P is not indecomposable. 
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